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Economies around the world are facing serious problems due to the lack of realism, lack of balance, and 

lack of moral screening of activities and transactions in the finance sector. Financialization came about 

with the transformation of capitalist systems from industrial to service-based, and  finally to financial 

capital. This sector has been greatly misunderstood from its original support and service function and is 

simply transferring wealth instead of creating true wealth. The effect of financialization has been that 

the contribution of finance to the GDP has doubled over the past 50 years while manufacturing has 

declined by half. If one looks at manufacturing companies such as the car industry, it is evident that they 

make more profit from their financial portfolio through interest and capital gains than they do from 

dividends, which symbolizes car production. 
   

The economy today is like an upside-down pyramid with several layers of finance holdings sitting on 

top  of the “real” economy. These are mostly derivatives, options, hedge funds, and other synthetic 

financial instruments, while the assets for those finances are not real. The endowments in the economy 

multiply and change a lot of hands, while the quantity of the assets remain the same. The production 

does not increase despite loss and profit. Due to this, all the trading in the futures market are taking place 

in the virtual sense, even if it is in currency or precious metals. This gives high leverage to companies 

but creates a burden on the economy because transactions on virtual assets do not reach delivery level. 

The UN predicts that by the end of 2020, world food production might not be sufficient enough to feed 

everybody. Especially in the wake of the ongoing pandemic and the inability to go to work, thus creating 

an economic crisis. This is something that the finance market has no answer to.  
 

The ways in which financialization has destroyed wealth is by creating options, trading indices, short 

sales, futures, Contracts for Difference (CFD), the trading of currency, trading risk, expanding debt as  
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well as trading debts. Institutions like Lehman Brothers who only traded debt came down because of 

this. The liberalization of the 1980’s, regulations taking place after 2010, and the resetting of the  

standards of Wall Street were all reforms. However, even afterwards, options were traded at 1,200 

trillion USD. Only fake transactions had been regulated. True financial reform needs to go back to the 

basics. Financial and human resources should be redirected from speculation of imaginary contracts. 
  

Proposed reforms must include the gradual elimination of interest derivates followed by their full 

elimination. Options should only be used for hedging by those with actual market positions. 

Securitization of ready derivates should be prohibited. Day-trading and market-makers should be totally 

removed. Market accessibility should be reduced to only a few hours and that too for genuine traders 

and buyers. The trading process must be lengthened. The organizing market must be made genuine by 

adding conditions to make transactions, eliminating margins and leveraging, restricting commodity 

futures, as well as restricting currency futures. Finance must be re-channeled to strictly sales, leases, and 

venture capital. Real transactions should be financed by removing interbank transactions and prohibiting 

interest on debts. A financial authority ombudsman must also be created. There should be a stand-by 

public sector institution that can provide direct finance to the real market when necessary.  
 

Central Banks can also pitch in by creating regulations, creating definitions inclusive of Islamic 

contracts, strengthening shariah governance, issuing regulations for sukuk, taming pure-debt 

transactions, eliminating pure cash transactions, standardizing profit distribution, improving corporate 

governance, standardizing accounting disclosures, activating the role of depositors, standardizing 

processes of Islamic banks, providing adequate consumer protection, increasing inclusiveness of 

banking institutions in economy, creating robust market infrastructure, avoiding virtual assets and 

contracts, and taming out speculation. 

 

Summary by: Sahar Sadiq, CIGA Research Intern 

 

 


